Part III

*Shari‘a, Family Law, and Activism*
In recent years, several Muslim countries have instituted significant legislative reforms, especially with respect to marriage and divorce. In Mauritania, the government introduced the first personal status code in 2001. This code recognizes women’s right to monogamy. But this code has not brought about a sociojuridical revolution, because these rights have long been recognized and enforced in the Moorish society of Mauritania.\textsuperscript{1} They are juridically and religiously legitimized in the classic Maliki legal texts that govern Moorish juridical practice. The right to monogamy is found in the classical texts of Islamic law (\textit{shari‘a}), which form the legal basis of this society.

Moorish women did not wait for the introduction of a personal status code that guaranteed their right to monogamy. The situation of Moorish women in this regard is different from that of Moroccan women, who in 2004 gained the right to monogamy through the reform of the family code, the Mudawana, which permits a woman to add a clause to her marriage contract giving her the right to divorce if her husband takes another wife. Un-
like women elsewhere in Africa and the Middle East, Moorish women in Mauritania have traditionally contracted monogamous marriages. However, their ostensibly monogamous marriages have been undercut by the widespread practice of secret marriage engaged in by men. In this chapter, I look at both monogamy and secret marriage.

The Practical Application of Islamic Jurisprudence (*Fiqh*)

Moorish women in Mauritania function in a unique sociocultural context. Mauritanian Moorish society, made up of speakers of Hassaniyya, a dialect of Arabic, is culturally highly homogenous. This region was first Islamized by the Almoravids, who introduced the Maliki school of jurisprudence in the eleventh century.

Moorish society is made up of Bedouin tribes, many of which are now sedentary and concentrated mainly in the capital city of Nouakchott. Nevertheless, their members generally do not have recourse to state tribunals to arbitrate their lawsuits, which are thus settled internally, sometimes by a local *qadi*. If the French colonization of Mauritania modified the local political landscape, it did not fundamentally change the local judicial structure, especially in the area of the family, where reference to Islamic jurisprudence remained primary.

The Mauritanian code of the family of 2001, based on Islamic jurisprudence, is in conformity with the classical Islamic texts used locally, while it also takes into account conventional social practice in Moorish society. The Moors have habitually used Maliki texts as their legal basis. These include the *Risala* of al-Qayrawani (tenth century), the *Mukhtasar* of Khalîl (fourteenth century), and the *‘Asmiyya* of Ibn ‘Asim (fourteenth century).

Moorish judicial practice, which has long recognized women’s right to monogamy, contradicts the widespread notion that a society’s use of classical Islamic judicial sources must necessarily be detrimental to women. This belief underestimates the importance of the social context in which these texts are used. My research shows that knowledge of these sources as well as local gender relations are the main determining factors of both the use made of the legal texts and their application in social practice.

The Moorish population displays a familiarity with religious texts. In addition to showing an awareness of the subtleties of Maliki jurisprudence,
Moorish society reveals a grasp of *usul al-fiqh*, or the foundations of jurisprudence; that is, they demonstrate an understanding of how *fiqh* is constructed and applied. Knowledge of the letter of the law, and the spirit of the law, facilitates the application of the texts in daily life in a dynamic and enlightened manner.

Moorish society is a nomadic entity in which oral memorization is highly developed, especially in the area of religious knowledge, which is greatly valued.

In general, men from the *maraboutic* tribes (*zwaya*) in Mauritania have more knowledge of Islamic jurisprudence than men from warrior (*hassan*) or tributary tribes (*znaga*), or men who are blacksmiths (*m'allmin*), bards (*iggawan*), or former slaves (*haratin*). However, the legal codes related to the obligations of daily life are known through oral tradition by all members of society, including the women, as well as by specialists in Islamic jurisprudence, who are called for only in cases of litigation.

It is neither necessary, nor indeed customary, to engage a judge (*qadi*) to effect the legal-religious marriage ceremony, which essentially involves agreeing to the contract (*'aqd*) before the marriage feast. The only case where a judge might be present is when the marriage involves a member of a *maraboutic* tribe, and if a *qadi* is a member of the family and proposes to seal the union with a written contract. Otherwise, the marriage contract is purely oral. Because testimony by witnesses (*'udul*) serves as legal proof in Islamic jurisprudence, the oral nature of the marriage contract does not diminish its legally binding character.

In Mauritania, boys and girls do not have equal access to learning. Traditionally, girls and boys attended Qur’anic schools, where they mainly learned by rote verses of the Qur’an necessary for prayers. Literate women remain the exception in Mauritania; however, women play an important role in the oral transmission of the history of the Prophet Muhammad (*sira*) to their children. Mothers also instill in their daughters an awareness of their religious rights, especially with respect to monogamy.

Moorish women display an understanding, passed down orally from mother to daughter, of certain principles and provisions of *fiqh* as understood in the Maliki school, that enables them to take initiatives to protect their wishes and interests when contracting and dissolving a marriage. Their ability to claim these rights does not owe to the influence of any local feminist movement but to a careful balancing of their knowledge of the relevant Islamic law related to marriage and of their culture’s social realities. Most Moorish women are unaware of the existence of a feminist movement.
within Islam or in the West. However, they can be seen as engaging in everyday acts of feminism or “everyday feminism,” as Margot Badran calls it, without the label or necessarily a “feminist consciousness.”

In Moorish society, women know how to assert themselves in dealings with men. It is indeed easier for women to make their voices heard in a society, like the Moorish one, in which segregation by gender is not absolute and where women are not threatened by physical violence from men than in a society in which women are totally excluded from discussion and where the threat of confrontation and coercion by men hangs over them. In Moorish society, women participate in discussions with their husbands. Men also respect an ancient code of Arab chivalry (futuwwa) called 

Moorish women know how to exploit the social importance of their rights to monogamy, supported as they are by their own families. One must remember that in Mauritania tension between men and women exists within the context of an equally important structural tension between families united by marriage. This double tension is evident when a marriage contract is drawn up and two groups confront one another: the women of the family of the future wife, and the men of the family of the future husband. It is the mother of the girl, accompanied by her female relatives, who demands of the father and other male relatives of the prospective husband that the monogamy clause be included. The right to monogamy in Moorish society must be renegotiated for each marriage. This shows the fragility of this right, which must be defended from generation to generation by women, lest it be denied by men.

The Clause (Shart) of Monogamy

According to conventional readings, the Qur’an (4:3) allows a man to take four wives as long as they are treated equally (al-‘adl fi al-mu’amala):

“Marry such women as seem good to you, two, three, four; but if you fear you will not be equitable, then only one, or what your right hands own; so it is likelier you will not be partial.”

Against this right granted to men by the Qur’an, the most sacred reference source for Muslims, Moorish women assert their dignity as women though their refusal of polygamy. This claim to dignity is transformed into law by the fact that Moorish women impose monogamy in their marriage contract.

Monogamy is a long tradition in Mauritania. Moorish women, in contrast to women in many other African Muslim communities, especially in
the Sub-Saharan region, will only accept polygamy in exceptional cases, such as being married to the head of a Sufi brotherhood (shaykh) who is felt to be blessed with baraka (blessings). In 1999, the tradition of monogamy was challenged by an isolated Islamist movement, comprising not only men but also women who agreed to be married as a second wife in order “to set an example.” However, this movement met with little enthusiasm in Moorish society and did not survive.

How can we explain the institution of monogamy in Moorish society? Moors’ traditional mode of life linked to nomadism might appear to explain this practice. But I do not find this explanation very satisfying. The Bedouin lifestyle does not necessarily imply monogamy, as evidenced by the existence of polygamous Bedouin communities in, for example, Egypt and Arabia. The more likely explanation is related to the position of women in Moorish society. For example, divorced Moorish women—like those in the Tuareg society of Algeria, Mali, or Niger—can easily remarry, in contrast to women in North African and Middle Eastern societies that place a high value on women’s virginity. The remarriage of Moorish women—even three to five times nowadays—is not only widespread but is also perceived favorably as an indication of a woman’s charm and femininity.9

Moorish women know how to use the subtleties of Islamic jurisprudence to legally enforce their insistence on monogamy. One method is to include it as a condition (shart) in the marriage contract. The husband must respect this condition, or the marriage may be dissolved by the women by means of faskh. Islamic jurisprudence permits the addition of clauses (shurut) to the marriage contract that are related to the reciprocal rights and obligations of the spouses.10

Maliki jurists allow two categories of additional clauses to the marriage contract, both of which are compatible with the laws governing marriage. The first is restricted to clauses stipulating the obligations within marriage, for example, the husband’s financial responsibility for the wife and abstinence from any mistreatment. These conditions are nevertheless rarely insisted upon, because they are already stipulated in the legal act of marriage in Maliki Islam, and are therefore considered to be redundant.

The second category of clauses allowed in Maliki jurisprudence are those that, while compatible with the general laws pertaining to marriage, nonetheless modify the normal rights and responsibilities of the spouses. The frequently invoked condition in Moorish marriage stipulating that the husband not take another wife is part of this category of clauses; if he violates this clause, the woman will have the right to a divorce.
This stipulation is embedded in the phrase “neither preceding nor following” (la sabiqata wa la lahiqata). The term “preceding” indicates that if the man is already married, he must repudiate his wife. This condition applies to both official wives and unofficial wives. In Moorish society, however, as mentioned above, outside official marriage there exists another form of marriage called “secret marriage” (as-sirriyya), with which I shall deal in the second half of this chapter. Thus the implicit formula “neither preceding nor following” is sometimes replaced by a more explicit formula: “He will not marry someone else or practice secret marriage” (la tizawaj ‘aliha wa la yatasarra).

When a marriage is contracted, the mother of the bride, accompanied by middle-aged female relatives, requests on behalf of her daughter, who is absent for reasons of modesty, that the clause prohibiting polygamy be added to the contract. This request is made in front of a group of men that includes the older notables of the community as well as the father or guardian (wali) of the bride and the father or representative (wakil) of the groom, who is also absent for reasons of modesty. In addition to showing the oppositional relationship between the two families, this ceremony most fundamentally reveals the power relations between the sexes.11

The acceptance of this clause by men is characteristic of a society where masculine identity is not defined by control over women and their autonomy but rather by a kind treatment of women and a recognition of their rights. In Moorish society, it would be inappropriate for a man to refuse this clause because his agreement to it is a measure of his respect for his wife. However, in practice, the husband will not accept the clause of monogamy unless the mother, who presents the request in the name of her daughter, agrees to a reduction in the bridewealth (sadaq or mahr). Women, therefore, must buy this right from men; only by giving up a part of their marriage compensation will they persuade men to surrender their right to marry more than one woman.

The condition of monogamy in the marriage contract is found in other Muslim societies as well as in Kabyle society in Algeria.12 A similar clause was used by certain Jews of Morocco, because polygamy was also authorized within certain limits by Talmudic law.13 It is not clear in these other instances whether acceptance of this clause was also accompanied by a reduction of the bridewealth. In the Moorish practice, it is the bridewealth that allows the woman to negotiate certain rights. This is in accordance with the spirit of Islamic jurisprudence.
Other Marriage Clauses

In the past in Mauritania, when Moorish men took part in long-distance caravan trade, the mother of the future bride would impose a second condition on the marriage: The husband could travel only for a certain period of time, generally a year. This condition is in part foreseen in the marriage contract, because Maliki jurisprudence allows a woman whose husband has not been to the conjugal home for two years to ask for a dissolution of the marriage.14 Another condition related to the question of marital fidelity appears to have existed in the past, although it seems to have been rarely imposed, stipulating that a husband is not allowed to leave his home during the night.15

Although exceptional, a condition concerning the couple’s mode of residence may also be stipulated. In Moorish society, the couple generally lives in the encampment of the husband’s family. This may also be the residence of the wife’s family if the spouses are near cousins. When required by the husband’s professional activities, the couple might not live near the husband’s family. In addition, a woman may demand that her husband live near her parents. This condition, however—referred to as “the corner post of the tent” (ajamj al-khalva)—is exceedingly rare.

Because it is highly unusual for a man to accept this condition, which would insult his honor, it remains exceptional and is used instead as a dissuading clause imposed by families that do not want to give their daughters in marriage to other tribes. The maraboutic tribe of the Idaw’ali from the oasis of Tijikja in the Tagant region, for example, used this clause at the beginning of the twentieth century to avoid the transfer of their palm groves to strangers through the marriage of their daughters to men from other tribes.16 The condition is also imposed in certain cases, especially when the wife is the only female child and wishes to stay near her parents in order to help them in their old age.

Some may theorize that the practice of a married couple living close to the wife’s parents is of Berber origin and is opposed to the practice of a married couple living close to the husband’s parents, as is the rule in Arab society. The Berber expression (znaga) used to denote the practice in Hassaniyya points toward this conclusion. In addition, in certain Berber regions like the Kabyle region of Algeria, a woman may stipulate in her marriage contract that she will continue to reside with her mother and father; if her husband refuses to join her, she may reclaim her liberty after asking the qadi to certify that the clause was not respected.17
But it is not satisfactory to oppose Berber cultural practices to Arab practices; this clause, for instance, can be found in other cultural contexts that contain no Berber influence, such as Iran.\textsuperscript{18} Extending the field of comparison to non-Maghreb Muslim societies underlines the irrelevance of a supposedly explanatory dualistic opposition that systematically attributes certain ethnographic features common to North African societies to either “Berber” or, by default, “Arab” influence.

To what extent is the husband bound by the clauses added to the marriage contract? According to Islamic jurisprudence, stipulations that do not contradict the law are legally binding.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, the Arabic axiom “The condition takes precedence over the law” (shart yaghlab al-hukum) seems to be especially applicable to marriage contracts. The Prophet Muhammad is said to have insisted on following the conditions agreed to in the marriage contract. According to one hadith, “Conditions that must be respected above all are those that are related to marriage.”\textsuperscript{20}

Although, for certain Sunni jurists, stipulations of this type added to a marriage contract are reprehensible (makruh), they are nevertheless acceptable if the husband submits to them of his own accord.\textsuperscript{21} In Moorish society, the only conditions the husband is legally obligated to uphold are those that are compensated for by a reduction in the bridewealth, such as the condition insisting on monogamy. He is not bound by those imposed without financial compensation, as is shown by the term used to designate such a clause: “unrealized [literally “absent”] clause” (shart al-maffrud).

“Secret Marriage” (As-Sirriyya)

If, as I have argued, the nomadic lifestyle is one explanation for the practice of monogamy in Moorish society, it may also be seen as encouraging secret marriage among Moorish men who clandestinely marry women in different places. If most men accept women’s demand for monogamy, they also engage in the practice of secret and clandestine polygamy. Men in Moorish society also know how to take advantage of the ambiguities of the law, which enable them to circumvent women’s demands for monogamy—to which they agreed—by entering into multiple marriages secretly.

Secret marriage in Mauritania is called sirriyya, an Arabic word for “secret.” Secret marriage is not legally recognized in the personal status code recently enacted by the Mauritanian government, doubtless because of the taboo associated with this form of marriage, because of disagreement re-
regarding its religious legality, and because in recent years its prevalence has decreased.

In Mauritania, secret marriage is a long-standing practice linked to the constant movement of Moorish men far from their encampments, whether to graze their herds or for commercial reasons. In the past, commercial movement was part of the caravan trade; today, many men may own a small shop in another African country. It was not uncommon, therefore, for a man to have secret wives he regularly visited in a number of different places. The clandestine nature of these marriages was made possible in Mauritania by the geographic distance between wives. But the practice of secret marriage appears to be declining in Mauritania, because the end of nomadism and the trans-Saharan trade have made the prolonged absence of men more rare.

Other societies practice similar forms of secret marriage. Moorish secret marriage, in my view, may be compared with the customary marriage (‘urfi) practiced in Egypt or even the temporary marriage (mut’a) widespread among Shi’i, especially in Iran. In the following, I seek to place secret marriage in a comparative context through a systematic examination of phenomena observed in Moorish society as they relate to those observed in other societies.

One of the major differences between secret marriage and official marriage (zawaj or nikah) in Muslim societies where both are practiced consists in the fact that the first concerns two individuals but the second involves two families in addition to two individuals. Also, a woman united with a man in a secret marriage does not have the right to support from the husband (nafaqa)—which is, in principle, guaranteed in an official marriage—or the social recognition granted a legitimate wife. In addition, if she has children, proof of their paternity depends entirely on the goodwill of their father.

Secret marriage is less restrictive for the man than official marriage, because he is not bound by the duty of nafaqa for his secret wife, although in Moorish society the man usually does offer her a few gifts. The minimal economic investment involved in secret marriage, because men are not obliged to provide support or housing as they are for an official wife, is the reason that in Egypt married men prefer secret marriage to polygamous marriage. The rise in ‘urfi marriages in Egypt in recent years is widely attributed to the high cost of state-sanctioned, socially recognized marriage; many young people resort to it as an alternative to de facto polygamous unions. As a result, while Egyptians use ‘urfi marriage to avoid the financial burden of polygamy, Moors contract secret marriages instead of
polygamous marriages, which are practically forbidden. Unlike in Egypt, polygamy in Mauritania, though not regulated by state law, is not widely practiced and indeed began to decline early in the twentieth century. Polygamous marriages in Egypt are highly frowned upon.

The religious ceremony for secret marriage in Mauritania is the same as that for official marriage, except that the condition of monogamy is never demanded by a woman accepting this type of marriage. The woman, having in most cases been married before, is no longer subject to the matrimonial constraints imposed by her father. Because her father does not attend the marriage ceremony, the groom may participate in person rather than through a representative, as is the custom for reasons of modesty when his future father-in-law is present.

The marriage takes place in private, in the presence of the couple and two witnesses (‘udul), who agree to keep the union secret. These witnesses are generally trusted relatives or friends of the man, or people passing through who are completely indifferent to the union. A third man pronounces the legal formula, which states the names of the two partners, the amount of the brideprice, and the first verse of the Qur’an (al-fatihah).

This is the final step of the marriage ceremony, because in contrast to an official marriage, a secret marriage is never followed by a ceremony (‘ars) that would make it public. For it is the lavish ceremony attended by many guests that makes a couple’s union official; even their sexual union as the consummation of the marriage usually occurs at the time of this ceremony. Without such a ceremony, there is no public recognition of secret marriage, although it is sanctioned by a certain legal recognition within the framework of Islamic jurisprudence.

Given the absence of a public ceremony, Moorish secret marriage is comparable both to fatihah marriage, practiced in Morocco, and to ambulant marriage (al-zawaj al-misyar), practiced in the Nadj region of Saudi Arabia, and which has spread to other countries in the Gulf and elsewhere, including Egypt. It is also in some respects comparable to mut’a marriage, practiced in Iran. In Shi’i jurisprudence, the procedure is much simpler than for the other rites, because there is no need for two witnesses.

Because of its secret nature, this form of marriage in Mauritania is theoretically different from ‘urfi marriage in Egypt, which requires publicity. But in practice, secret marriage in Mauritania is also similar in certain ways to ‘urfi marriage in Egypt, which is usually conducted in great secrecy because only two witnesses sign the paper that serves as sole evidence of the marriage. Because ‘urfi marriages resemble secret marriages, the distinc-
tion made by some Egyptian theologians (‘ulama’) between the former, considered to be legal, and the latter, equated with adultery,\textsuperscript{34} seems in reality of little significance.

The issue of secrecy (sirr) is also the most problematic one for Maliki jurists. Theoretically, secret marriage (nikah as-sirr) is invalid in Maliki jurisprudence because of the very fact that it remains secret. On this point, Ibn ‘Asim, a jurist from the end of the fourteenth century, argues: “One should avoid contracting a marriage in secret, even by asking the witnesses to keep the silence. The annulment of such a contract is obligatory.”\textsuperscript{35} Nevertheless, Maliki jurists do not unanimously agree that secrecy should render a marriage void.\textsuperscript{36} The same can be said of Moorish jurists, one of whom argues: “If, after contracting a marriage, one keeps it secret, this does not render it invalid; one should be wary of the apparent meaning of the texts.”\textsuperscript{37} Therefore, a number of rulings (hukum) by Moorish jurists recognize this type of marriage as valid, arguing that because it requires witnesses, it is not in fact “secret.”

The Functions of Secret Marriage

The common denominator in these various forms of parallel marriage—Moorish secret marriage, Iranian mut’a marriage, Saudi ambulant marriage,\textsuperscript{38} and even Egyptian ‘urfi marriage—is that they permit a man to have legitimate sexual relations with a woman other than his wife and without her knowledge. Historically in Mauritania, because the secret was generally well guarded, the marriage was often revealed only if the husband had a child with his secret wife. In most cases, the “official” wife would not insist on a divorce, as permitted by the “neither preceding nor following” clause, but instead would ask her husband to repudiate what to her was an intruder but to her husband was a legal additional wife. More generally, secret marriage in Mauritania, like ‘urfi marriage in Egypt\textsuperscript{39} or ambulant marriage (misyar) in Saudi Arabia,\textsuperscript{40} is entered into by men who want to have legitimate sexual relations with a woman outside of marriage. Thus, in this case, these forms of marriage resemble pleasure marriage (zawaj al-mut’a) which is allowed by Shi’is but proscribed by Sunnis\textsuperscript{41} even though it can be practiced by Sunnis in Lebanon.\textsuperscript{42}

However, in the case of Moorish secret marriage or ‘urfi marriage in Egypt, a specific time limit is not set in the marriage contract, as it is in the case of mu’ta marriage, also called temporary marriage (mu’aqqat), or in
ambulant marriage (misýar). In the mu’ta marriage or the misýar marriage there is no need for divorce because the contract expires with the lapse of its duration.  

The question of ending a secret marriage is treated differently in various societies. In Moorish society a secret marriage can be dissolved in the same way it was contracted, without ceremony and upon the woman’s as well as the man’s initiative. In Morocco fatiha marriage is also terminated without divorce, often on the husband’s initiative. However, in Egypt, most likely because of the gender relations peculiar to this society and given the fact that ‘urfi marriage sometimes has a more public character, divorce pronounced by the man is required in order to end the marriage, or else the woman risks spending her life unable to remarry.

Another reason for a Moorish man to enter into a secret marriage is the absence of progeny. In Mauritania, generally when a man cannot have children with his wife, he will choose to contract a secret marriage with a woman of his choice, usually of inferior social status such as a descendant of a slave (hartaniyya), rather than repudiating his wife and remarrying. In this way he hopes to have children whose paternity will be connected to him by the legal act of the secret marriage. Because the secret marriage is considered by the Moorish jurists to be legal, a child born from this union is legally recognized as legitimate.

The husband’s decision to take a secret wife in order to produce children may be made with his official wife’s agreement, as she would prefer this arrangement to repudiation. Secretly marrying other women is therefore often a way for a man to increase his progeny, and therefore his social influence. In this case Moorish secret marriage is distinguished from pleasure marriage (mut’a), in which procreation is not the aim. Nevertheless, men in Iran sometimes contract a mut’a marriage to increase their progeny or to produce sons if their official marriage has yielded only girls.

In Mauritania, the reasons that lead women to accept marriage as a secret wife are either emotional or economic, as the brideprice represents some financial gain for the woman or for her family. Secret marriages, therefore, involve primarily women of inferior social status. In the same way, women who accept ‘urfi marriage in Egypt or mut’a marriage in Iran are usually in difficult socioeconomic situations. When Moorish marriage involves a young woman still under her father’s authority, it is often her family that forces her to contract a secret marriage with a wealthy man for economic reasons. This situation is found also in Egypt where extremely poor women are forced by their fathers to contract ‘urfi marriages with rich men from the Gulf.
In Mauritania, if the marriage is not in order to procreate, it can also involve women of noble classes who are widowed or divorced. When the secret marriage is not meant to produce children and a pregnancy results, the woman cannot establish the paternity of the child if the legal-religious marriage ceremony (‘aqd) took place in the presence of witnesses she does not know. In this case, only a woman who had a written contract drawn up at the time of her secret marriage can oblige the man to recognize the child as his own.

As is the case with secret marriage in Mauritania, establishing the paternity of a child born from a fatiha union in Morocco, a mut’a union in Iran, or an ‘urfi union in Egypt presents problems, because recognition of paternity in Islamic jurisprudence depends on prior recognition of the marriage. In Morocco, because legal proof is lacking, the fate of the woman in a fatiha marriage and that of her children depend on the good will of the man.50 The situation is quite similar in Iran because a contract of mut’a marriage requires no witnesses or registration; however, it is difficult to prove the identity of the child’s father.51 In Egypt, it is also the man’s prerogative to recognize or reject the child, and to honor or conceal the written proof of the marriage.52 However, according to the new Egyptian personal status code, along with classic evidence such as the contract, witnesses, and letters, a judge may now order proof by DNA test.53

But recently the practice of secret marriage in Mauritania has declined among married men. Now that divorce has become commonplace, men today are less hesitant to repudiate their wives and remarry the woman of their choice. In addition, secret marriage, which was traditionally the prerogative of married men desirous of sidestepping women’s demand for monogamy, now involves a different category of men: young unmarried men. In practice, secret marriage is used by young people as a means of legalizing premarital sexual relations. This new kind of secret marriage creates a new problem in that it takes place without the consent of the girl’s family. According to Maliki jurisprudence, it is illegal for a young woman to marry without her legal guardian (wali), and the practice is condemned in Mauritania.

A similar situation exists in Egypt, where ‘urfi marriage has recently spread among students.54 But the reason is different, because in Egypt the ‘urfi couples want to marry conventionally but either lack the financial resources or familial approval.55 This marriage is condemned by Egyptian theologians for the same reason as in Mauritania: the absence of a woman’s guardian.56 Another reason put forth by the Egyptian ‘ulama’ in condemning this kind of marriage concerns the worthiness of the witnesses (‘udul),
but this argument seems less fundamental than the preceding one because it could just as easily be advanced to condemn secret marriages contracted by married men.

Conclusion

This study shows that although religious sources, chiefly the Qur’an and the hadith as well as fiqh, serve as the foundation of social and religious organization for various Muslim societies, how these sources are put to use is often tied to local custom, as shown by the insistence on monogamy in Moorish society. This method of adapting Islamic jurisprudence by integrating specific practices of the society does not contradict the spirit of the law.

In addition, this study has shown that different groups, especially different gender groups whose interests may diverge, can legally use the subtelities or ambiguities of Islamic jurisprudence to make their wishes prevail, even when they may be contradictory. Thus Islamic jurisprudence is variously understood and permits the coexistence of divergent rights, as shown in the case of men’s right to polygamy authorized in the Qur’an and the Islamically recognized right of a woman to demand monogamy in the marriage contract. Finally, it is clear that the corpus of Islamic jurisprudence, as it has been constituted since its origins, grants a rather large margin of freedom to the members of Muslim societies who refer to it, allowing them room to negotiate within its bounds.

Furthermore, Islamic jurisprudence is not fixed but is actually the source of numerous debates among the jurists themselves. Their disputes over the understanding of a term may have major legal consequences, as seen in the discussion of the secret nature of a marriage that takes place before witnesses. This argument can be used to render legal a type of marriage that was not a priori allowed in the foundational sources of Maliki jurisprudence.

Juridical debates regarding its legitimacy notwithstanding, secret marriage does exist, with slight variations and different terminology, in several Muslim societies. If, in Moorish society, secret marriage allows men to realize their desire for polygamy, it also allows them in other societies where polygamy is more accepted to have sexual relations with one or with several women without incurring certain obligations of marriage such as financial support of the wife (nafaqa) and the duties of paternity.

The detailed study of monogamy or of secret marriage has also shown how the material goods constituting the wife’s brideprice and those con-
tributing to her support are central to the process of male appropriation of women’s sexuality. This process of appropriation of the female body as well as of her progeny, though relative in secret marriage, is absolute in official marriage.

In Muslim societies, as in other societies, the bridewealth given to a woman’s family by her future husband and the support it is intended to ensure are the necessary conditions for acquiring control over her sexuality—sexuality being understood also in the sense of procreation. Indeed, in many societies, including Western ones, an exchange of goods typically precedes the sexual exploitation of a woman’s body, both within and outside the conjugal context (e.g., in seduction or even prostitution). The endurance of such practices in culturally diverse societies proves that the woman’s body is considered a potentially alienable entity, whether in a legal and familial context such as marriage or in a more informal and individual one such as seduction or prostitution.57 These social practices obviously pose the important and universal issue of male presumption of the alienable nature of the female body.

Notes


2. On the subject of legal texts known and taught in Mauritania, see C. Fortier, “Mémorisation et audition: L’enseignement coranique chez les Maures de Mauritanie,” Islam et sociétés au Sud du Sahara 11 (November 1997): 85–105. On an elementary level, the first work of Islamic jurisprudence studied in the Qur’anic school is al-Akhdari (Algeria, sixteenth century). Then comes Ibn ‘Ashir (Morocco, seventeenth century), in which the first chapter treats dogma (‘aqida); the second, law (fiqh); and the third, mysticism (tasawwuf). Also, girls are initiated to a slim collection of hadith (ahadith), called Dala’il al-khayrat (Les voies menant aux bonnes œuvres), of al-Djazuli (Morocco, fifteenth century). Between the ages of ten and fifteen years, students first study the Risala
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